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VOCAL

43

SUN-BEAM SHINE __ A LIT-TLE RAIN MUST FALL __ THE WEA-THER AL-WAYS CAN'T BE FINE __

48

A LIT-TLE RAIN MUST FALL __ THE ROSES MAY BE THERE __ BE-HIND THE GAR-DEN WALL __

54

BE-FOR-E THEIR Fra-GANCE FILLs THE AIR __ A LIT-TLE RAIN MUST FALL __ SO WHY NOT TRY

59

__ TO BE__ PRE-PARED __ WHEN THE SKY IS GREY? __ A SMILE IS NE-VER SCARED

64

OF A RA-INY DAY __ A TEAR-DROP WHEN YOU'RE BLUE IS NO-THING AF-TER ALL __

69

__ TO BRING THE RA-INO BACK TO YOU.__ A LIT-TLE RAIN MUST FALL

75
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